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THE MUST CRUST
Pide, a Turkish relation of pizza, is among

the most flexible of foods D7

After decades of formulaic and easy-on-the-eyes interiors, design is giving way to a luxurious riot of
color and pattern. Here, guidelines on pulling off this seemingly lawless, too-much-is-more style

tor of Christian Lacroix, the French fashion house
with a mile-wide streak of flamboyance. The col-
orful, pattern-mad brand, which six years ago be-
gan producing home décor, has always appealed
to people with courage, but in the last two years,
Mr. Walckhoff noted, public appetite for his visual
extremes has grown—at least, judging by the
number of interiors on Pinterest tagged with Lac-
roix textiles, tableware and furniture. “People are
really getting wild,” he said.

Indeed, the controlled crazy that is maximal-
ism, a layered décor style packed with delightfully
disparate elements, is taking hold. Chinoiserie,
tassels and zebra prints share space. Ornate in-
herited furniture is rehabilitated. Design websites
help readers diagnose a state of excess. (“Your fa-
vorite color is everything,” reads one sign you
might be a maximalist on design website Apart-
ment Therapy. “You went to Versailles and
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SACHA WALCKHOFF, a Paris-based fashion and
product designer, was astonished when the
wildly floral wallpapers he introduced in lime
green and fuchsia two years ago became big
sellers. “Even me, I would think twice about us-
ing them,” he confided.

That says a lot. Mr. Walckhoff is creative direc-

BY JULIE LASKY

PLUG-IN PRIMPERS
Electric beauty gadgets have

come a long way D3

TENDER IS A NIGHT IN BALTIMORE
The city’s once-grand Mount Vernon neighborhood was home to

F. Scott Fitzgerald. Now it’s a resurgent destination D5
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VOICING
CONCERNS

Controlling kids’
use of Amazon’s
speech-activated

Alexa D9

Mad Maximalism
CONTROLLED CHAOS This richly rowdy family game room, designed by Marks and Frantz, exemplifies the emerging aesthetic that is making minimalist spaces seem tired and barren.
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Snubbed for
years,

Australian
wines make a
splash again
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The day has
arrived when a

Jaguar looks like
a Ford Fusion
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